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FAR FROM THE LIFEST YLE THAT ONE MIGHT E XPECT FROM A BANKER’S 
WIFE ,  CYNTHIA ODIER M AKES AN IMPRESSION; THROUGH HER DYNA MISM , 

HER GENEROSIT Y AND THE STRENGTH OF HER DEEP CONVICTIONS:  
COMBINING ART WITH THE WORLD OF BUSINESS .

AFTER A CHILDHOOD SPENT IN EGYPT, DURING WHICH SHE DEVELOPED 
HER PA SSION FOR DANCE THROUGH HER NANNY WHO PR ACTISED 

BELLY DANCING TO SEDUCE HER NEIGHBOUR OVER THE ROAD, CYNTHIA 
FOLLOWED A CL A SSIC AL TR AINING AT THE CONSERVATOIRE DE GENÈVE 

AND BEC A ME THE PUPIL OF SERGE GOLOVINE, BEFORE JOINING THE 
BALLET DU GR AND THÉ ÂTRE DE GENÈVE. L ATER BECOMING A SPONSOR , 
SHE SET UP AND R AN FLUXUM FOUNDATION, ENTIRELY DEDIC ATED TO 
PROMOTING DANCE. SHE THEN TOOK OVER A FOR MER LOCKSMITH’S 

WORKSHOP IN THE HE ART OF C AROUGE, WHICH SHE TR ANSFOR MED INTO 
AN ULTR A-MODERN SPACE: THE FLUX L ABOR ATORY, A PL ACE FOR ARTISTIC 
E XPERIMENTATION, WHICH RECENTLY CELEBR ATED ITS 10TH ANNIVERSARY.
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Let dance live!

A RT

Sur La Terre: At the beginning of the 1960s, you fled Egypt with 
your family, owing to Nasser’s policies and the persecution of the 
Greek community. What do you remember about your arrival  
in Geneva? 

Cynthia Odier: The journey that took us from Alexandria to Geneva was 
a true odyssey! I remember our departure very well, my mother, my sister 
and I on the Palais Royal beach, waiting to embark for Venice. After several 
weeks spent in Milan, we arrived in Geneva. The first few evenings after 
our arrival, my mother walked through every neighbourhood in the city 
to find us the best place to live. She chose the Champel neighbourhood. 
It wasn’t a very good idea because the inhabitants, who weren’t used to 
living next door to strangers, didn’t facilitate our integration. I remember 
we used to bring our classmates snacks every day so that they would like 
us. And it worked, but we had to keep on bringing them! At this incredibly 
lonely time of my life, dance was a means of escape. 

SLT: Besides practising dance, you became involved in the 
production of projects integrating dance very early on. What 
events triggered this association between art and business?

C.O: When I helped with the organisation of events for the Chicago City 
Ballet while I was staying there in the 1980s, the search for funds was 
still in its early days. Once I returned to Geneva, and following a diploma 
in advertising I did at SAWI, I noticed that there were fewer subsidies 
for dance, especially ballet, contrary to those allocated to classical music, 
for instance. To promote this art, I therefore convinced my husband to 
sponsor La Bayadère at the Grand Théâtre de Genève, before funding 
the reconstitution of La Création du monde in 2000, a famous piece from 
the Ballets suédois of 1923 accompanied by the music of Darius Milhaud 
and with sets by Fernand Léger. I put the idea to Cäsar Menz, who was 
then director of the Musée d’Art et d’Histoire in Geneva. During an 
exhibition comprised of pieces belonging to the Barbier-Mueller family, 
we presented the ballet in the inner courtyard of the MAH. This event 
was innovative for several reasons. Besides marking the entry of dance 
into the museum space, it conveyed the possibility of a meeting of the 
arts, while reaffirming the essential role of the search for funds for artistic 
projects.  

SLT: This flow between the arts seems to have inspired the names 
Fluxum and Flux Laboratory. On which principles are these two 
institutions based?

C.O: The event at the MAH was indeed the starting point for the Fluxum 
Foundation, exclusively devoted to dance, and the Flux Laboratory one 
year later. The interaction between dance and all the other arts, through 
the creation of experimental projects, is the founding principle of this 
unique place, comprised of an exhibition space, a kitchen, a terrace, a 
dance studio and offices. But this interrelationship isn’t limited to the 
arts. With Flux, we are also involved in the business world, through the 
creation and complete funding of artistic projects, but also through the 
rental of the site to companies for internal seminars, press conferences 
or evening events. As part of this approach, we made all the spaces in 
the Flux Laboratory available to a famous auditing firm in 2011, to help 
it win an important mandate. Within the framework of this partnership, I 
offered the company’s staff a series of artistic interventions, such as that 
of the performer Serge Richon, who performed a piece inspired by Barack 
Obama’s body movements, but also physical warm-ups. The least we can 
say is that they had lost all their inhibitions by the time they met their 
prospects! This mandate showed that art is useful in our society more 
than ever! 

SLT: After having celebrated the 10 years of Flux Laboratory at 
the end of last year, what events will mark the first six months  
of 2014?
 
C.O: We are currently working on a pilot project with young people who 
have dropped out of society. For one week a month over a period of five 
months, they will prepare a show at Flux with a graffiti artist, three dancers, 
a slam dancer and two DJs, which will staged at the ADC in June during 
the Fête de la Musique. In March, within the framework of FIFDH, we 
are showing the extensive work and commitment of Daniel Schweizer. 
The same month, the young photographer Ana D. Lombard will exhibit 
her photos at our space in Zurich, Schiffbau 5. In May, Flux will also 
present the work of young South-African choreographers as part of the 
multidisciplinary «Here Africa» project but also within the framework of 
the Printemps Carougeois. Two films will be shown at teatime in a Müller 
café that will open for the occasion, in honour of the eponymous work by 
the choreographer Pina Bausch. Two find projects which, I hope, will a 
touch of fantasy to Switzerland, because it needs it! �

Flux Laboratory
10, rue Jacques-Dalphin  - 1227 Carouge
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